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νν lq ATLAS Detector
? Calorimeter (|η|<5):
1) EM : Pb LAr
? Inner detector (|η|<2.5, B=2T)
1) Si pixels and strips
2) Transition Radiation Detector
  -  
2) HAD: Fe/scintillator (central), Cu/W-LAr (fwd).
? Muon Spectrometer (|η|<2.7) : 
1) Air-core toroids which provides a 
toroidal magnetic field (0 5T)    
(e/π separation).
   . .
2) Muon momentum and trajectory 
are measured using MDT, CSC, 
RPC and TGC chambers
E, pT (GeV) Resolution
Inner Det. σ/pT~5X10−4 + 0.01







Dimensions: length=55m. width=32m. height=35m. Muon σ/pT~0.07 at 1TeV.
? There are three trigger levels, namely L1, L2 and EF.
? E h i l l i l d i h h hac  tr gger eve  s uncorre ate  w t  t e ot er two. 
? A candidate event is considered if it passes all three trigger levels.
? For the analyses to be shown in this talk, we rely on single lepton trigger streams with relatively low thresholds in 
order to obtain high overall trigger efficiencies.
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νν lq
? D l d k i ? Wh h i i i d d?
Motivation for LQs…
o eptons an  quar s nteract  y suc  nteract on s nee e  
? Hypothesize an unusual colored boson (called “Leptoquark” ), can be either scalar or vector.
? Couples to leptons and quarks, carries baryon and lepton numbers, color and fractional electric 
charge[1].
? P id l ti f th t b t l t d krov es an exp ana on or e symme ry e ween ep ons an  quar s.
? Three generations: favored by experimental limits from lepton number violation, flavor-changing 
neutral currents, and proton decay.
[1]Pati and Salam ‘Lepton number as the fourth "color“. ’ Phys. Rev. D10 (1974).
In pairs via the strong interaction.
How Leptoquarks are
s-Channel t-Channel
In association with a lepton via the leptoquark-quark-lepton 
coupling, where the coupling constant is denoted by λ.
               















?Experimental signature for a LQ pair is: two high pT leptons and two high             
pT jets. (since LQs are relatively heavy objects).
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νν lq LQs: Current Limits and Signal Simulation…
? Latest experimental limits are coming from Tevatron experiments (D0 & CDF), for β=1 (branching 
ratio of a leptoquark decaying to a charged lepton and a quark) the 95%CL limits are:           ,    
1) First generation scalar LQ(eq), mLQ1>256GeV and mLQ1>236GeV, from D0[1] and CDF[2] based on 
integrated ppbar luminosities of ~ 250pb-1 and 200pb-1 respectively.
2) Second generation scalar LQ(μq), mLQ2 >251GeV and mLQ2 >226GeV, were obtained with 300  pb-1
1 4and 200 pb- by the D0[3] and CDF[ ] experiments, respectively. 
[1]Abazov, V. M.  et al “Search for first-generation scalar leptoquarks in P Anti-P Collisions at √s =1.96-TeV”, Phys. Rev. D71 (2005).
[2]Darin E. Acosta et al “Search for first-generation scalar leptoquarks in p anti-p collisions at s**(1/2) = 1.96-TeV”, Phys. Rev. D72 (2005).
[3]V.M. Abazov et al, ”Search for pair production of second generation scalar leptoquarks in p anti-p collisions at s**(1/2) = 1.96-TeV”. Phys.Lett.B636 (2006).
[4]A. Abulencia et al, “Search for second-generation scalar leptoquarks in p anti-p collisions at s**(1/2) = 1.96-TeV”. Phys.Rev.D73 (2006). 
?MC generator Pythia was used to simulate 1st and 2nd generation scalar leptoquarks. (4 mass points)
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νν lq Motivation for LRSMs…
?Why do neutrinos need right handed partners? 
?In Standard Model neutrinos are massless, but neutrinos are proven to oscillate (Super-K, Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 81 (1998) ), therefore they should have mass ? direct indication for new physics beyond SM.
?In many models MN appears naturally, most attractive one is LR Symmetric Models 
(SU(3)CXSU(2)LXSU(2)RXU(1)B-L). 
?Will this explain parity violation? 
?Left-right models were introduced in 1974-1975 (R. N. M., Pati, Senjanovic) mainly to understand the 
origin of P-violation, but later interesting properties emerged:
?G M N ( f l h ) (l ) h henerate ajorana neutrino states l partners o  ig t neutrinos  =e, μ,τ , toget er wit  new gauge 
bosons WR and Z’.
?Neutrino masses generated via “See-Saw” mechanism (MN~0.1- 1 TeV). 
?Parity violation is generated naturally.
?B i i L i (B L i )
How WR and NR are produced at Hadron colliders?       
aryogenes s v a eptogenes s -  conservat on .
?WR is produced via quark-antiquark interaction.
?Majorana neutrino produced through the WR decay.
?Experimental signature is two high pT leptons and two high pT jets. 
(Since WR is a heavy object)
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νν lq LRSM: Current Limits and Signal Simulation…
? Indirect limit: KL-KS mass difference[1] which implies M(WR)>(1.6+1.2-0.7 )TeV. 
? Latest experimental limits from D0[2] experiment, a lower mass for the WR limit of
G d b h l d k d G739 eV assuming it ecays to ot  epton pairs an  quar  pairs an 768 eV assuming 
the WR would decay to quark pairs. [1] G. Barenboim, J. Bernabeu, J. Prades, M. Raidal PRD55,1997
[2]Abazov, V. M. et al, arXiv:0803.3256v1 (2008).
? Signals have been simulated using MC generator Pythia.
? Two mass points have been simulated namely: LRSM_18_3=(WR=1800GeV & NR=300GeV) 
d LRSM 15 5 (W 1500G V & N 500G V) h th LO ti i 24 8 ban  _ _ = R= e   R= e , w ere e  cross-sec on s  . p
and 47.0pb respectively.
? Assumptions:
1. The SM axial and vector couplings.
2. The CKM matrix for the quark sector. 
3. No mixing between the new and SM intermediate vector bosons. 
4. Phase space isotropic decays of Majorana neutrinos.
? The Majorana nature of the new heavy neutrinos allows for same-sign and opposite-sign 
di-leptons. The same-sign di-leptons will be used to make a low background cross-check.
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νν lq Basic Object/Event Selection And Reconstruction…
? Basic Selection Criteria
? Electron candidates are identified as:
1) Energy clusters reconstructed in the EM calorimeter 
matched to tracks in the inner detector.
2) Satisfy various shower-shape and track-quality cuts.
? Muons candidates are identified as: 
1) Tracks in the inner tracking detector matched with 
tracks in the muon spectrometer and satisfy muon 
energy isolation in the calorimeter 
3) pT > 20 GeV.
4) |η| < 2.5.
2) pT > 20 GeV.
3) |η| < 2.5.
? Jets are identified as:
1) Energy clusters reconstructed in the calorimeters using a ΔR=0.4 cone algorithm.
)2 pT > 20 GeV
3) |η| < 4.5
4) ΔR (between a jet and any electron candidate) ≥ 0.1 (to avoid electrons being misidentified as jets).
? Event selection: require at least two leptons (where M(ll) > 70GeV) and at least two jets.
? For LQs: Require that the two leptons are oppositely charged.
? LQs reconstruction: 
1) Combine any of the two high pT jets with any of the two high pT leptons.
2) A t l th t bi ti th t h th ll t diffccep  on y e wo com na ons a  ave e sma es  erence.
? NR reconstruction:
1) Combine the two high pT jets with either of the two high pT leptons
2) Accept only the combination that gives the smaller invariant mass (99% correct)           .
3) For dielectron-channel: cases where 0.1<ΔR (electron, jet)< 0.4, only jets are used to avoid double 
counting (cases where M(WR) ≥ 2*M(NR). The diμ-channel does not have such problem.
? WR reconstruction: Combine the above result with the remaining high pT lepton. 
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? Overall offline trigger efficiency for di-lepton events that satisfy all selection criteria exceeds 95%.
νν lq MC Study: Background Contribution/Suppression
? Th m in s s f b k nd :e a  ource  o  ac grou  are
1) TTbar
2) Z/DY+jets
3) Di-Bosons (WW, WZ, ZZ) ? Small contribution
4) Multi j t p ducti n ? N c nt ibuti n t th di ch nn l but ff cts th di l ct n ch nn l- e  ro o  o o r o  o e μ- a e ,  a e  e e e ro - a e
5) Other potential background sources, such as single-top production, were studied and found to be 
insignificant. 
? The kinematics property of the new physics events (large expected masses) implies 
simple background selection criteria.
? Variables used for background suppression, in both analyses:
1) S =(pT +pT +pT +pT ) h b d f b h h d fT jet1 jet2 lep1 lep2
2) Dilepton mass: M(ll)
? For LQ, 
1) M(lepton+jet): For the dielectron-channel, background due to jets misidentified as 
? Cuts ave een optimize  or ot  searc es an  or 
each lepton channel (see next slides).
electrons is greatly reduced by requiring each M(e+jet) to be close to the tested 
LQ mass. However, this is not used in the diμ-channel but a requirement that the 
average mass is consistent with the tested LQ mass.
2) Charge correlation: Lepton charge correlation was used for LQs in the event
? The background suppression criteria were optimized for 5σ discovery at the lowest possible 
            
selection.
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luminosity. But special care was taken to make sure we do not bias against relatively low masses.




? Distribution background suppression variables.
Dilepton invariant mass ST:pT scalar sum After basic selection but before background suppression
After basic selection and 
after background suppression
? Lepton+jet Invariant mass distribution  
ccep
?Th b k d i d i d b b f
? Remaining partial cross section after each cut. 
e ac groun  s om nate  y tt ar or 
relatively light Leptoquarks and will be dominated 
by Z/DY for higher masses.
?Reconstruction efficiency after background 
i 24% f 400G V d t 20%suppress on ~  or e  goes own o  
for the 800GeV case.  
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νν lq Background Suppression: LQ (diμ-channel) (e.g.:400GeV Case)
? Distribution background suppression variables.
Dilepton invariant mass ST:pT scalar sum After basic selection but before background suppression
After basic selection and 
after background suppression
? Lepton+jet Invariant mass distribution  
  
Accept Accept
?The background is dominated by Z/DY processes? Remaining partial cross section after each cut       
and ttbar for relatively light Leptoquarks but for 
higher masses, Z/DY will be the dominating 
source.
?No Multi jet contribution
      . 
 -  .
?Reconstruction efficiency after background 
suppression ~44% for 400GeV goes up to 57% for 
the 800GeV case.
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νν lq Background Suppression: 
LRSM (dielectron-channel).
M(dielec+dijet) M(dielec+dijet) 
Di-elec. invariant mass ST:pT scalar sum
M(e+dijet) M(e+dijet) 
After basic selection but 
before background suppression
After basic selection and 
after background suppression
? Distribution background suppression variables.
    
?The background is dominated by ttbar.
?Multi-jets do not contribute to the signal region.  
?Reconstruction efficiency after background 
32% f LR M 18 3 39%
? Remaining partial cross section after each cut. 
suppression ~  or S _ _  goes up to  
for the LRSM_15_5.
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νν lq Background Suppression: 
LRSM (diμ-channel).
M(diμ+dijet)M(diμ+dijet)
Di-μ invariant mass ST:pT scalar sum
M(μ+dijet)M(μ+dijet)
After basic selection but After basic selection and 
? Distribution background suppression variables.
?The reconstruction efficiency is higher in the μ-channel
before background suppression after background suppression
        
than in the e-channel due to the cut on the angular distance 
between electrons-jets though the peak resolution is wider 
in the μ-channel (mainly because of worsening in the muon pt 
measurement resolution).
?The background is dominated by Z/DY processes and
? Remaining partial cross section after each cut. 
        
ttbar. 
? No Multi-jet contribution.
?Reconstruction efficiency after background suppression 
~52% for LRSM_18_3 goes up to 58% for the LRSM_15_5.
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νν lq Preliminary Systematic Studies…
? A preliminary estimation of systematic uncertainties is summarized (conservative estimate          
for early data based on ~ 100pb-1):
1) Luminosity: 20%.
2) Lepton identification, trigger and reconstruction efficiencies: electron (2%), muon(5%).
3) Lepton energy scale: 1%   
4) Lepton resolution (pT (GeV)): electron(0.66*(0.1/√pT +0.007)) and muon 
(0.011/pT+0.00017).
5) Jet energy scale: 10% for |η|≤3.2 and 20% for |η|>3.2
6) Jet energy resolution a trade off between pessimistic and optimistic estimates (E(GeV)):                               
[0.6,0.75]/√E + [0.05,0.07] for |η|≤3.2 and [0.9,1.10]/√E + [0.07,0.10] for |η|>3.2
7) Ttbar (DY) cross-section: 12% (10%).
Total Syst. 
effects 
for signal events for background 
events
di-elec di-μ di-elec di-μ
LQ ±27% ±29% ±53% ±51%
WR ±23% ±25% ±45% ±40%
?The systematic effects are dominated by uncertainty in integrated pp luminosity (20%), the jet 
energy scale (16%-35%), jet resolution (6%-28%), and the limited statistics of background MC 
samples (15%-30%).
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νν lq Discovery Potential for Leptoquarks…
?Minimum β2 of scalar leptoquark needed for a 5σ
discovery at 100 pb-1 of total integrated pp luminosity 
5 d l f 1 t d 2 d l L(background systematic uncertainty included):
β2 Vs. LQ mass
? σ iscovery p ot or s an  n generation sca ar Qs: 
β2 Vs. total integrated luminosity
M(LQ)=400GeV 
? If we take the case where M(LQ) < 500GeV and branching ratio into a charged lepton and a quark 
is 100%, the discovery can be made with the first 100pb-1 of integrated pp luminosity.
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νν lq Discovery Potential for WR and NR…
?Discovery plot for WR.: “electron channel” 
Si ifi V t t l i t t d l i it
?Discovery plot for WR.: “muon channel” 
Si ifi V t t l i t t d l i itgn cance s. o a  n egra e  um nos y  gn cance s. o a  n egra e  um nos y 
? Discovery at the two mass points 
namely LRSM_15_5 and LRSM_18_3 
would require integrated pp luminosities 
of 40pb-1 and 150pb-1 respectively.
? 5σ discovery partial cross-section 
vs. luminosity (“di-electron channel”)
? 5σ discovery partial cross-section 
vs. luminosity (“di-muon channel”) 
? The lower is the “real” cross-section     , 
the higher is the total integrated 
luminosity needed to make a discovery.
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νν lq Summary/Conclusion…
? Studies of the detection possibilities of Leptoquarks, Majorana Neutrinos and 
Heavy right handed W-bosons have been studied at great length with the 
ATLAS detector. The signature considered is two high pT leptons (electrons, 
μ’s) and two high pT jets.
?We have used common basic lepton and jet selections for both analyses and 
have achieved a better understanding of the event topology and the 
dcorrespon ing reconstruction.
? Evaluated the background contribution to both analyses and found that ttbar 
and Z/DY backgrounds have the most important contribution with some variation 
d di th l t h l f th d d t t lepen ng on e ep on c anne  o  e ecay an  even  opo ogy.
?The background contribution and trigger efficiencies will be 
measured/checked using real data.
? Calculated the systematic uncertainties and were used to evaluate the        
discovery potential for Leptoquarks, NR and WR.
? A discovery potential for Leptoquarks, WR (hence NR) is possible within the  
first 200pb-1 of integrated luminosity   .
ATLAS status: CLOSED…
k f d f h f ll h
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Loo ing orwar  or t e irst co isions to appen….
